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TREADLE PRESS

EXPRESS

INNOVATION

Inspired innovator revives
dying treadle presses with
cheap, easy conversion
kit. BY VIKRAM SINGH
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n this age of digital convenience, the inconvenient is phased out. When
was the last time you went to a printer and heard the rhythmic working
of the treadle press? I know you are asking, what is a treadle press? It
is a foot-operated letter press of a bygone era in printing. For, most of
us either use desktop printers or digital offset. But there was a time,
not too long ago, when millions of Indians earned their livelihood from the
now obsolete, abandoned and nearly forgotten treadle press. Satish Deb of
Bhilai in Chhattisgarh, however cannot forget it. The dawn of the digital age
had almost wiped out his family’s only source of livelihood. But he did not sit
wringing his hands in despair. Instead, he decided to beat the odds by adapting the treadle to modern printing standards. He has converted the slow and
cumbersome foot-operated treadle press into a smart screen printing press,
and has a US patent for his innovation.
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In a nation where nearly 85 per cent
of the printing presses are still treadleoperated, digital technology is inexorably
phasing out the traditional printers,
threatening the livelihoods of millions
of people. The treadle press is slower.
Also its ‘Platen & Bed’ based letterpress
mechanism is simply unable to match
the sharpness, clarity, colour resolution,
speed, ease, uniformity and flexibility of
offset printers.
It is easy to imagine the desperation of
the traditional printers who have seen
their trusted machines grind to a halt. It is
also easy to imagine their deadening realisation, that they could never afford the
shiny, smart, new generation of printers.
“Having grown up with a press in his
home, Satish knew his machine and
its working inside out,” says Professor
Anil K Gupta of the Indian Institute of
Management (IIM), Ahmedabad. He
heads the government-funded National
Innovation Foundation (NIF), which
supports and encourages grassroots
innovators like Satish, and even helps
them find markets and collaborators.
When he had time from working
with his father, Satish set about trying
to find ways to upgrade the treadle
press which was their bread and butter.
Satish went about painstakingly, experimenting, reworking, retrying to redesign the old press into a worthier printer. Satish knew that treadle presses had
their limitations. They could not print
on plastic or board, and had problems
delivering uniformly printed industrial
labels and envelopes. Industrial printing is the bulk of the market. In 1998,
he finally devised a kit to upgrade the
treadle press, and the Motek Printing
Press was born—an inexpensive upgradation tool for old letter press printing
machines. He set about standardising
the kit and incubated his product for
another year.
His lack of knowledge, training or
experience did not deter him as he
went about painstakingly developing
the printing press. In 1997, he tested
the product, trying out impressions on
paper, board and plastic.
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Next year, Satish applied for a patand the filing for patents proved very
ent. His first patent (No. 189882) was
costly for Satish and he invested almost
granted on March 10, 1999 and he now
all of his father’s savings. Later, he took
has five patents for various versions of
a bank loan also, which the family is still
his machine.
repaying, says the NIF website.
The innovation successfully marries
Professor Gupta says: “What is even
the technologies of screen printing
more remarkable is that it can be
with letter press machines. The cost
manned by a single person and can easof the Motek India Treadle press kit is
ily shift to using the letterpress technolabout INR 25,000 (US$ 550), against
ogy if the need arises. The technology of
INR 125,000 (a little more than US$
this kit has been approved and certified
2750), for a new offset press. Satish’s kit
by The Northern Regional Institute of
increases the efficiency of the treadle
Printing Technology, Allahabad (U.P.),
press at least five times, and makes the
which is India’s first and premier printpress versatile. The retrofitting increases
ing technology institute.”
the output of conventional press from
According to the NIF website, Satish
12,000 sheets per day to 70,000 sheets.
won a National award at NIF’s Fourth
Baby-offset printers can print about
National Competition for Grassroots
5,000-10,000 impressions a day. Also,
Innovation and Traditional Knowledge
Satish’s Motek press uses butterpaper
in 2007. NIF has also supported him
as its image carrying medium. Butter
under the Micro Venture Innovation
paper costs only INR 1.50 (a few cents)
Fund. A major achivement for someone
per sheet. By contrast, the
who had to abandon his
baby offset printing presses
studies, to save his family's
use ‘polymaster’ sheets that
business. He is now busy
cost INR 15 (a little more than
organising funds to expand
a quarter) per sheet, accordproduction capacity, to meet
ing the NIF website www.
the steadily rising demand
nif.org.in.
for his conversion kit.
In Satish’s conversion kit,
NIF’s technology expanthe innovation lies in the
sion arm Grassroots
unique technique of registerInnovations Augmentation
COST OF SATISH'S
ing computer printed imagNetwork (GIAN) is helping
TREADLE PRESS
es using an exposure unit
scale up Satish’s innovaCONVERSION
KIT,
onto a screen unit. Printing
tion. GIAN’s north east cell
material is pressed by an
has facilitated a distribuAGAINST US$ 2750,
inked custom-built polymer
tion license for the Motek
FOR A NEW OFFSET
sheet holder, fitted into the
kit in Assam. Satish is also
PRINTING PRESS
existing treadle press. It
working on the possibility
enables printing on various
of a fully automated press
media by impact action.
while he gets his papers
The conversion kit is user-friendly, low
ready to file for additional patents.
on maintenance, and can easily convert
Now, Satish shares his experience with
any working treadle-printing machine
fellow innovators. In 2006, he addressed
to deliver printing results comparable to
managers, students, teachers and innovadesktop publishing. Mono or multicolour
tors at IIM, Ahmedabad at an NIF-organhalf tone output can be achieved using
ised workshop on innovation.
existing treadle press inks. The kit is comSatish Deb has proved that the arrival
fortable with all sizes of paper and plastic
of digital technology isn’t always the
sheets. It can be operated with a pedal as
death of the old ways; that we needn’t
well as by motor.
throw away what we have, just because
The road to the innovation has not
something better looking and more conbeen easy. The process of development
venient has arrived on the scene.
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